In this article is characterised actuarial calculations for pension schemes in three levels pension providing in Ukraine: PAYG, individual and private. Ukrainian pension laws for every level have been analyzed. Procedure for actuarial calculations has been demonstrated. The main indicators for building actuarial models have been introduced. A comparative characteristics every pension system have been introduced. The formulas for pension in PAYG, individual and private pension system, risks in the private pension system which specialists fix in parameters constructed actuarial models and simulation actuarial model for calculation pension funds and pays have been introduced.
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Unsolved aspects of the problem

In spite of the fact that in our country the actuarial science also develops, nevertheless there is a complexity of its application in case of pension calculations of solidary, accumulative and non-state level. And thus, determination of each pension insurance level of actuarial calculations is very important.

The purpose of article is determination and further application of actuarial calculations in pension schemes of the national and non-state insurance.

The main part

Pension insurance as one of main types of social, is the system of measures guaranteed by the state for providing citizens in old age, on a case of a disease, incapacitation. The local pension legislation provides two forms of pension insurance: obligatory which plays a major role, and voluntary [1].

The structure of provision pensions system according to the Law of Ukraine "About obligatory national pension insurance" consists of three levels:
— solidary system which is based on the principles of solidity and backing and implementation of pension payment and provision of social services at the expense of the Pension fund means;
— Defined Contribution System which is based on principles of means accumulating of insured persons in the Accumulation fund or in the relevant non-state pension funds and financing of expenses implementation on payment of insurance contracts of life pensions and one-time payments;
— system of non-state pension provision which is based on the principles of voluntary citizens participation, employers and their associations in pension accruals forming for the purpose of receipt by citizens of retirement benefit [2].

Ukraine citizens can be participants and receive retirement benefits at the same time from different levels of pension’s provision system in Ukraine [2].

At the first level of this system pension is determined by a retirement benefit, make payment in cash which is received by the insured person in case of achievement by his of a stipulated by the legislation retirement age or recognition by his disabled person, or members of his family receive [2].

Abroad the state distribution pension system, of course, is financed on the pay-as-you-go system (PAYG) in which pensions for pensioners are paid for the account of fees of able-bodied population. The successful PAYG system requires balance between expenses on pensions and the income from the contributions made by an active part of able-bodied population for the period of time. This system is usually determined as solidarity between generations [3].

In distribution solidary system of pensions provision in Ukraine forecasting its functioning and development in various situations and conditions is very important. For this purpose by means of actuarial calculations the financial analysis of functioning system consequences in short-term and long-term prospects is carried out.

There is a special technique of carrying out actuarial calculations for the pension system of Ukraine.

This technique considers system of actuarial calculations as a complex of the organisational, program and technological actions, which performed for the purpose of obtaining short, medium- and long-term forecasts of pension system financial condition [4].

According to this technique actuarial calculations for determination of financial condition of the pension system are:
— short-term if calculation is made for every year and next 5 years;
— medium-term if calculation is carried out each 10 years;
— long-term – for each next 75 years.

The created database which includes demographic, macroeconomic, general indicators, and also the income and expenses data of accumulative system, the carried-out actuarial calculations and representation to Cabinet council of Ukraine the report on results of carrying out actuarial calculations is system part of actuarial calculations [4].

Experts of actuarial calculations according to [4] in solidary system of pensions provision in Ukraine to carrying out the analysis apply various entrance and output indicators (fig. 1) and also their list can be supplemented in the future with other indicators.

For carrying out actuarial calculations of state pension schemes the following kinds of models are used:
— forecasting model of financial condition of the solidary pension system;
— forecasting model of financial condition of Defined Contribution pension systems;
— the integrated forecasting model of a financial condition of the pension system [4].

Actuaries of the Pension fund give to the central executive body the carried-out calculations with offered into next year next year size of insurance premiums, the funds of a single fee for obligatory national social insurance which goes for obligatory national pension insurance including the part of insurance premiums sent to the Accumulation fund [2].

The main methods which are used by the actuarial calculations expert for carrying out a financial analysis of short-term and long-term prospects of functioning and development of the solidary pension system are the following methods:
— theories of compound interests;
— probability theory;
— mathematical analysis;
— mathematical statistics;
— theories of the stochastic analysis;
— differential equations;
— optimisation methods [4].
For determination of old-age pensions in hryvnia in solidary system of pension provision the following formula is used:

\[ P = S \cdot \text{Cps}, \quad (1) \]

where \( P \) – old-age pension;
\( S \) – the salary which is used for a pension calculation;
\( \text{Cps} \) – coefficient of pensionable service [2].

For calculation of an old-age pension the salary for the entire period of pensionable service since July 1, 2000 is considered. The salary for the period of pensionable service till July 1, 2000 is considered for calculation of pension based on documents on Accrued Wages [2].

Thus, the salary in hryvnia which is used for a pension calculation on age is determined by formula (2):

\[ P = \frac{A_s \cdot \text{Tc}}{\text{Ps}}, \quad (2) \]

where \( A_s \) – the average salary from which insurance premiums, in 3 calendar years preceding year of the request for award of pension on age are paid;
\( \text{Tc} \) – the total of coefficients of the salary for every month (Cs1 + Cs2 + Cs3 + ... + Csn);
\( \text{Ps} \) – pensionable service in months which are considered for calculation of coefficient of the salary of the insured person.

### Indicators of actuarial calculations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entrance</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>– population for the beginning of year – general and in a gender and age section (men and women in age groups);</td>
<td>– population of working-age;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total number of the dead;</td>
<td>– population of a retirement age;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the number of the dead among pensioners;</td>
<td>– ratio of persons of working-age and pensioners;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total quantity of pensioners for the beginning of a forecast period;</td>
<td>– amount of losses in solidary system connected with entering of Defined Contribution pension System;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the number of the working persons retiring in a forecast period;</td>
<td>– size of average monthly pension before entering of Defined Contribution pension System;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>population of working-age;</td>
<td>– the size of the average monthly pension paid from the solidary pension system after entering of Defined Contribution pension System;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>population is more senior than working-age;</td>
<td>– the size of the average monthly pension paid from Defined Contribution pension System;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of an occupied population is more senior than working-age;</td>
<td>– size of average monthly pension paid from solidary and Defined Contribution pension systems;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the number of an occupied population is more senior than working-age;</td>
<td>– ratio of the salary and pension before entering of Defined Contribution pension System;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total number of an occupied population;</td>
<td>– balance of own resources (income and expenditures) of the Pension fund of Ukraine;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fund balance of the Pension fund of Ukraine;</td>
<td>– balance of cash resources (the income and expenditures) of the Pension fund of Ukraine taking into account financing sources, including the government budget, funds of obligatory national social insurance;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resources receipt amount in the budget of the Pension fund of Ukraine of resources from insurance premiums payment by employers and workers, from the government budget and social insurance funds;</td>
<td>– size of annual average fee of one person;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resources receipt amount in the budget of the Pension fund of Ukraine on account of debt repayment on collection on compulsory national pension insurance;</td>
<td>– size of general annual fees of all payers;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receipt amount of other resources enlisted in the budget of the Pension fund of Ukraine;</td>
<td>– the size of a retirement accumulation account on average on one person;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>payers number of insurance premiums;</td>
<td>– the size of a retirement accumulation account on average one person without administrative expenses;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>payers number of insurance premiums who take part in solidary and accumulative pension systems;</td>
<td>– assessment size of one year of pensionable service for participants of the solidary pension system;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a number of people, participating in Defined Contribution pension System;</td>
<td>– assessment size of one year of pensionable service for participants of solidary and Defined Contribution pension systems;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>persons number which have an option of participation in Defined Contribution pension System;</td>
<td>– average pensioners length of work who take part in solidary and Defined Contribution pension systems;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insurance premiums size;</td>
<td>– amount of resources economy from solidary system as a result of introduction of the lowered assessment size of one pensionable service year.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \text{Ps} = \text{As} \cdot \frac{\text{Tc}}{\text{Ps}}, \quad (2) \]

Source: Compiled by the author according to the material [4]

Fig. 1. Entrance and output indicators of actuarial calculations
The coefficient of the salary of the insured person in solidary system for every month of pensionable service which is considered in case of a pension calculation on age is determined by the following formula:

$$Cs = \frac{Sm}{As},$$

where $Cs$ – coefficient of the salary of the insured person;
$Sm$ – the salary of the insured person, in a month;
$As$ – the average salary in Ukraine [2].

Pensionable service – the period during which the insured person pays every month insurance premiums which size can't be less than the minimum insurance premium. It is estimated in months by employees of the local Pension funds with use of information system data of persons accounting which pay insurance premiums, and also agrees the documents provided by the person for the period of time when this information system was absent. For a retirement on age the pensionable service of the person which addresses to the Pension fund for its registration shall constitute at least 15 years [2].

The coefficient of pensionable service for the person registered in solidary system of pensions provision is calculated on a formula (4):

$$Cps = \frac{Am \cdot Sa}{100\% \cdot 12}.$$  

where $Cps$ – coefficient of pensionable service;
$Am$ – months amount of pensionable service;
$Sa$ – assessment size of one year of pensionable service, % [2].

If the person was a participant of solidary and Defined Contribution pension systems, then the above-mentioned coefficient will be calculated as the amount of pensionable service coefficient only in solidary system and pensionable service coefficient which is determined for the period participations in solidary and Defined Contribution pension systems.

Assessment size of one year of pensionable service of the person insured in solidary system, is according to 1.35% [2]. If the person is a participant also Defined Contribution pension system of pensions provision in Ukraine, then this size is 1.08%.

So, for actuarial calculation of an old-age pension in solidary system of pensions provision which is now used in Ukraine, necessary components is salary size of insured person and coefficient of pensionable service which depends on payment period of insurance premiums

Today in our state and in general in the world, reforming process of pension insurance takes place. Assignments on social insurance are purchasing market nature more and more, that is there is a gradual transition to Defined Contribution pension system where a considerable part of expenses on pension insurance is financed from insurance premiums of employers for benefit of specific workers (for example, an insurance part of a work pension). Not long ago the unified social tax (UST) was entered, and it is already necessary to adjust it. It is probable that already in the nearest future it will be necessary to change the UST size again, or to redistribute its components between assureds and assurers. Among the reasons of change of a rate there can be also a discrepancy of fees and payments sizes which can cause insufficiency of the exact economic-mathematical (actuarial) model, used when calculating rates [5].

It is supposed that since July 1, 2017 in Ukraine the funded pension system of social insurance will begin to work.

At the second level, that is in Defined Contribution pension system of the Ukrainian pensions provision, person insurance and the retirement benefit is performed by the insurance company chosen by it. According to the legislation of Ukraine the insurance company, unlike other types of insurance, can't require the health declaration of participant of this pensions system.

In a forecasting financial condition model of Defined Contribution Pension System are applied the assumption relatively:

— terms of its introduction;
— the expected number of persons which participate in Defined Contribution Pension System on creation date of the Accumulation pension fund and during all forecast period;
— investment revenue level;
— level of administrative expenses [4].

Representatives of the insurance company, which chosen by the person, shall offer to future participant of Defined Contribution Pension System three types of pension:

— a cradle-to-grave pension with the established period which provides payment every month during life of the pensioner, on condition of payment at least 10 years from the moment of its appointment;
— for cradle-to-grave the caused which provides payment every month during life of the pensioner;
— a cradle-to-grave pension of couple which provides monthly payment to the pensioner and after his death – to his husband (or the wife) who reached a retirement age during life.

Within three working days from election date of type pension and reimbursement under the signed agreement representatives of insurance company actuarially calculate the size of a retirement benefit. During actuarial calculation of pension, the payment amount of the agreement of pension insurance, future investment revenue, expenses which are connected with the subsequent investment of the above-stated amounts, and also statistical average life expectancy of men and women in Ukraine is considered [2].

Thus, in Defined Contribution Pension System of pensions provision of Ukraine the main sizes for actuarial calculation is the specified amount in the agreement of pension insurance, the size of the calculated investment amount and expenses which are connected with investments, and also statistical data of demographic nature.
The third level provides monthly pensions payment by non-state funds of pensions provision of Ukraine. Such funds in Ukraine began to work after January 1, 2004, that is from coming into force of the Law of Ukraine “About non-state pension provision”.

In the USA insurance of pensions or annuities is rather developed. Insurance of pensions differs from other types of personal insurance in the fact that the assured grants directly the considerable capital sum that during the certain period or until the end of the life to receive payments series from the insurance company. Annuities cost is determined by a payment amount, which the company shall pay to the insurance policy owner, his age and sexual identity [6]. Thus, in case of actuarial calculation of annuities it is important to consider statistical data.

In Ukraine non-state pension funds are divided into three types (fig. 2).

Actuarial calculations in non-state pension funds are carried out by specialists who on the basis of these calculations, build models of development of system in time, arrange everything documentary and submit the analysed information to the top-tier people of the company. As well as at other levels of Ukrainian pension system, for actuarial calculations, statistical information on population, average life expectancy of women and men, indicators of GDP, inflation is used.

In work [7] the actuarial model of cash flows for the non-state corporate pension plan is considered. Calculation of size of pension, and also size of rates of pension assignments (or aggregate premiums) is result of carrying out actuarial calculation in time. It is important to note that this model of actuarial calculation is applied, as for pension schemes with the established fees, and for pension schemes with defined benefits.

The major role in pension schemes creation of non-state funds is played by the actuary. Its activities can be presented in the form of an actuarial simulation model. The actuary, as well as the financial manager of non-state pension fund or insurance company [8], can make the analysis of financial investments.

The actuarial calculations expert performs them once a year, at the same time includes some future indicators in the fixed parameters. And complex of these parameters compose actuarial basis. This actuarial simulation model is a general and simulation model with feedback (fig. 3) [7].

In actuarial model which is provided in fig. 3 fluctuations of inflation, investments, the size of the salary and the number of participants on age of the non-state pension plan are sources of actuarial risk (uncertainty) [7].

The actuarial risks connected with conditions and situations which can happen in the future and lead to negative consequences in the non-state pension system. The main risks which are determined in work [7] are the losses connected with an investment risk which provides a deviation of real investment revenue from forecast, and risk of fluctuations of participants number of non-state pension insurance program, that is a deviation of real regulations of death rate from forecast. At the same time participants of the program can be exposed to social risk and need social services from social insurance [9].

So, actuarial calculations which are carried out for system of non-state pension provision include statistical data, the size of investments, and also the available actuarial risks are recognized.
**Conclusions**

Actuarial calculations are the main creation instrument of actuarial models in pension schemes of the state and non-state insurance. With their use it is possible to determine correctly insurance pension fees and retirement benefits that will allow to carry out the analysis and to predict development of pension systems for several years ahead. It should be noted that actuaries of all three levels of pensions provision in Ukraine, developing dynamic models, use in the activities probability theory, statistical methods, high-quality and quantitative methods of management, optimisation methods, etc.

Further enhancement and use of actuarial calculations in pension schemes for solidary, in Defined Contribution and non-state levels of pensions provision in Ukraine is perspective.

**Abstract**

Today development social insurance is possibility with using knowledge of theory of probability, statistics and mathematical methods together are using modern information technologies. In Ukraine system pension insurance is PAYG ("pay-as-you-go"), individual and private pension levels. So it is important using actuarial calculations in pension schemes and development in our country this profession.

A main goal this article is determined and used in the future actuarial calculations in pension schemes public and private insurance. The tasks are determined actuarial calculations for three levels pension system in Ukraine.

A main method is analysis the characteristics actuarial calculations for Ukraine pension system.

In Ukraine special procedure for actuarial calculations exists. In three levels pension Ukraine system the statistics demography information, investments, risks, insurance seniority, pension age, wages and etc. are taken into account in actuarial calculations.

Thus, actuarial calculations are main instrument constructed actuarial models in pension schemes public and private insurance.
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